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Abstract

This paper introduces a method for automatically trans-
forming a point cloud from a laser scanner into a volumetric
3D building model based on the new concept of enclosure
reasoning. Rather than simply classifying and modeling
building surfaces independently or with pairwise contextual
relationships, this work introduces room, floor and building
level reasoning. Enclosure reasoning premises that rooms
are cycles of walls enclosing free interior space. These cy-
cles should be of minimum description length (MDL) and
obey the statistical priors expected for rooms. Floors and
buildings then contain the best coverage of the mostly likely
rooms. This allows the pipeline to generate higher fidelity
models by performing modeling and recognition jointly
over the entire building at once.

The complete pipeline takes raw, registered laser scan
surveys of a single building. It extracts the most likely
smooth architectural surfaces, locates the building, and
generates wall hypotheses. The algorithm then optimizes
the model by growing, merging, and pruning these hypothe-
ses to generate the most likely rooms, floors, and building
in the presence of significant clutter.

1. Introduction
Modeling existing buildings from point clouds has be-

come an essential part of civil engineering. Building Infor-
mation Models (BIMs) are used for everything from reno-
vation planning and facility management to the creation of
a facility’s as-is blueprints [6, 7]. However, there is no com-
plete, end-to-end automated process for generating the se-
mantic, volumetric design models that are needed for those
tasks. Instead, industry uses manual labour. It can take hun-
dreds of hours from scanning a building with a terrestrial
laser scanner (TLS), to registering the scans, to manually
completing the BIM using the point clouds a reference.

This work seeks to automate this error-prone and labori-
ous process. The first stage of the process, registration, has
been largely solved in the literature and implemented in in-

dustry. Large scale point cloud reconstruction from web im-
ages [3], quad-rotors [5], or mobile mapping systems (like
[22] have generated detailed, registered point cloud models
of buildings.

This work takes a registered point cloud and automati-
cally generates the building model with only the assumption
that there is one complete building, both interior and exte-
rior, present. The algorithm then segments surfaces, clas-
sifies them, and optimizes them into a semantic volumetric
building model using occlusion and enclosure reasoning.

There has been prior work on modeling the exteriors and
interiors of buildings, but much of it has taken the tradi-
tional 3D reconstruction route. Prior algorithms model and
classify independently. There is an architectural surface
detection, step and then all detections are used in the fi-
nal BREP model regardless of if they make sense during
modeling. This means that the final model is limited by
to the locally visible surfaces of the building and cannot
improve reconstructions by changing surface geometry or
inferring existence of occluded surfaces. For building exte-
riors, this work falls under facade reconstruction. For exam-
ple, [11][12] recognize exterior walls as planes and detect
windows using hand-tuned rules. Their work then groups
together the building surface polygons into a building vol-
ume. However, the building models are overly-simplified
and the buildings are already segmented from their environ-
ment.

For interior modeling, there have been similar ap-
proaches. [1, 14, 16] use hard-coded rules on planar clus-
tered point segments to find and classify building surfaces.
They then use the polygon contour of these segments as
their 3D model. Another approach to automatically gen-
erating indoor models has been [10], which uses a 2D his-
togram of the points on the floor plane to recognize walls.
On each floor, all the points are projected on to the ground
plane, and the most dense histogram cells are walls. All
of these approaches use only hand-tuned features which are
brittle to real world data.

More robust approaches, including ours, use machine
learning to learn the appearance of architectural surfaces
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Figure 1. Visualization of building modeling pipeline for the school house dataset. The top left is the registered point cloud for the model.
The top right is the point cloud segmented into dominant surfaces. All small segments have been removed for clarity. At the bottom left
is a surface model with every surface coloured according to its class. Finally, the bottom right shows the final, volumetric building model
textured with the point cloud intensity data.

and clutter from data. Xiong et al. have used this approach
to successfully perform semantic labeling of building sur-
faces. In [20], a pairwise conditional random field with co-
planarity constraints imposes contextual information while
[21] introduces stacked learning for recognition. These au-
thors propagate the structural information of the building
during classification by imposing relatively local contextual
reasoning. Surfaces must be pairwise coplanar or orthog-
onal. These constraints are analogous to ours, but not as
powerful.

Our proposed enclosure constraint allows our pipeline to
intertwine the recognition of the building with the modeling
(Figure 1). Each surface is scored with a simple classifier.
The surfaces then provide the seeds for the growth of para-
metric models of walls, doors, ceilings, and floors. This
growth is restricted by knowledge of free space cleared by
the scanners laser and by trained room shape priors. Our ap-
proach uses this constraint to directly extract the BIM prim-
itives and regularize the dimensions of those primitives. To
our knowledge, this is the first work to present a pipeline
for volumetric building reconstruction using enclosure rea-
soning. The rest of the paper explains the scan preparation,
wall hypothesis generation, and subsequent building opti-
mization procedure.

2. Scan Preprocessing

The input to the pipeline is a registered set of laser scans
covering both the interior and exterior of a building. These
scans can be registered automatically using methods like
[15] or [8] or by manual industry software. Our method as-
sumes that input scans are in the original, organized point
cloud directly from the scanner. We use these raw point
clouds to reason about occlusions and volumetric occu-
pancy within the scanning area. Additionally, the gestalt
of each scan is used to estimate whether each surface is on
outside or inside of the building.

With a merged point cloud, the only information in the
data is the presence of a surface at a particular point. How-
ever, an organized point cloud from a particular scanner can
be considered a ray originating from the scanner origin. Ev-
erything in the path of the laser from the scanner to the mea-
sured point is free space while everything after is unknown.
All architectural elements will be ”unknown” at their core
and this feature is used later in the pipeline. All scans are
merged into a ray traced volumetric knowledge grid (VKG)
where each voxel has been labelled as free, occupied, or un-
known. This idea is in the same vein as evidence grids or
occupancy maps in robotics [9], but in this representation
we are explicitly interested in the unknown voxels rather
than just the occupied voxels.



Figure 2. Two example spherical projections of laser scans from
building A, coloured by laser intensity. The pipeline uses a his-
togram of the range image pixels classify if a scan was taken out-
side or inside.

Next, the algorithm uses a per-scan classifier to deter-
mine whether each scan was taken from the interior or the
exterior of a building. This is used later to distinguish be-
tween surfaces on the inside and outside of the building.
Surfaces observed from outside scanners are on the building
exterior while surfaces on the interior are observed by inside
scanners. For features we use a 2D histogram of azimuth
angle by point range. In our implementation, the histogram
is 2x9 bins with values ranging ranging from [−π2 ,

π
2 ] ra-

dians and [0, 15] meters. This range histogram is classified
using a linear SVM.

The individual scans are then filtered for mixed pixels
and downsampled to a 4 cm resolution. The scans are
downsampled to focus later stage algorithms on the spatial
frequency of interest: architectural structures whose size
is greater than 8 cm (two times the sampling frequency).
These are typically on the order of 1 m or greater.

3. Segmentation

After the scans are processed, they are compiled into a
single point cloud and segmented into potential architec-
tural surfaces. While most building surfaces are planar,
our algorithm does not restrict itself to planar segments,
only smooth, dominant surfaces. The segmentation algo-
rithm is an iterative normal clustering algorithm based on
the smoothness constraint of [13].

At each iteration, the algorithm orders all of the points
according to their curvature in ascending order. It iterates
through this list and uses the first unassigned point as both

Figure 3. Segmentation Example: Exterior of building A seg-
mented into architectural surfaces. Each color is a separate seg-
ment. Grey points do not belong to any segment. Each segment
will become a architectural primitive hypothesis fed into the opti-
mization algorithm.

seed for growing a segment and as the segment’s first root.
This seed is also added to a segment seed stack. For each
seed si on the stack, all points in within a radius R are
compared against the current segment root point. If it is
co-planar enough with the root, it is added to the segment.
Something is coplanar if the angle between the surface nor-
mals is less than θn and the point-to-plane distance between
the two points is less than εp. Additionally, if this neigh-
bouring point has curvature less than εc, it is added to the
seed stack. The segment is grown until there are no seeds
on the seed stack and then a new segment is started with the
next unused point from the curvature list. This continues
until all unassigned points have a curvature greater than εc.
Once the iteration completes, the normals of all the points
in each segment are averaged and assigned to each segment
point.

This process repeats for n-1 iterations. However, at each
iteration the neighbourhood radius R is increased while θn
is decreased. Then, at the last iteration, the algorithm allows
for smooth surfaces by changing the segment root point
to the current seed point. In essence, this algorithm does
purely planar clustering during the first n-1 stages. This
clustering acts as a robust way of estimating the surface nor-
mals so that the last smooth surface clustering does not miss
any sharp surface junctions.

4. Per Point Classification
Next, the pipeline performs per point classification on

each scan individually. These per point classifications are
later used to vote for the class of the extracted surfaces
from the full building. The classification is accomplished
by using a set of hand-selected features including the output
of the inside/outside classifier, the local shape, the scanner
viewpoint, and local segment shape.

Local shape analysis is performed by using eigenvalue
analysis of the covariance of the points around each point.



Given a point Xi, its covariance is calculated from the
points within a neighbourhood Ni around Xi. If X̄ is
the mean location of that neighbourhood, then Ci =∑
∀j∈Ni

(Xj− X̄)(Xj− X̄)T is the covariance. The eigen-
vector of the smallest eigenvalue of Ci is the local surface
normal. This surface normal’s sign is corrected to point
back at the scanner and its Z component is used as a fea-
ture. The ordered eigenvalues of Ci, λ0 < λ1 < λ2, are
then used to describe the local shape. A proxy for curvature
is defined as λ0

λ0+λ1+λ2
. The algorithm also uses spectral

features given by the difference of CI ’s eigenvalues (simi-
lar to [18]). λ2 − λ1 is a measure of linearity, λ1 − λ0 is a
measure of planarity, and λ0 is a measure of sphericalness
of the local neighborhood. This analysis is performed at
multiple scales (0.1 m and 0.3 m in our implementation).

Next, the points are described by their location relative
to the scanner or all the other points in the point cloud. The
features are the difference in Z height relative to the scan-
ner’s position and the height of the point relative to a robust
estimate of the minimum and maximum height of the points
in the scan. Additionally, we look at the distribution of the
points in the scan’s point cloud along current point’s nor-
mal. This results in two features. The fraction of points be-
hind the current point along the normal and the distance of
the current point to the farthest point behind it. If the point
is clutter, there will likely be a structural surface behind the
normal support it.

Finally, the algorithm segments each scan according to
the segmentation algorithm described in Section 3 and uses
the shape of the segment as a set of features. The total num-
ber of points in the segment are used as a proxy for its area.
The height of the segment and curvature are used as a de-
scription of its shape.

These features, a total of 19, are used as inputs into a ran-
dom forest classifier which produces probabilities of each
point belonging to a surface class. In this work, we consider
interior walls, exterior walls, ceilings, floors, and clutter.
Clutter is used as a catch-all class to which points belong
if they cannot be modeled (like stairs) or are not structural
components of the building (like trees, furniture, artwork).

These per point classifications from each scan are then
used to vote for class of each segment in the building point
cloud. The classification scores for each point within each
segment are averaged . This score becomes the segments
classification score.

5. Building Localization
Next, the probabilistic classifications are used to orient,

locate, and find the levels of the building within the point
cloud. These steps are important for both the presentation
of the final building model and for defining tight boundaries
on which subsequent optimization is performed.

The orientation of the building is found using a Hough

transform algorithm. Each interior wall surface normal
votes for the transform that aligns itself to an X or Y axis.
Each surface’s vote is proportional to the classifier’s con-
fidence that the surface is a wall. The transform with the
maximum vote is chosen. For all subsequent operations,
this transformation is applied to the site.

The initial building location hypothesis is found by com-
puting a robust, axis-aligned bounding box around the
points that could belong to the building. Each building point
is weighted by its classification score and all of the points
are sorted along each axis. The top and bottom one percent
of the points are trimmed away, and the range for each axis
is extracted from the rest of the points. For additional safety,
this bounding box is padded (by two meters in our imple-
mentation) to make sure that the whole building is included.

Finally, the levels of the building are found by using an
architectural prior of a level typically being about four me-
ters tall. Floor seeds are placed 4 meters apart along the
building’s z-axis. These seeds are refined by performing it-
erative weighted regression to the floors and ceilings of the
building. This allows the level estimate to snap to the actual
distance between the floors and ceilings of the particular
building.

6. Model Creation
Now that the potential surfaces and location of the build-

ing have been identified, the building model hypothesis is
created and optimized. This proceeds in three stages. First,
the wall hypotheses are created for each detected surface.
Second, these hypotheses are grown according to measured
free and unknown space recorded in the site’s volumetric
knowledge grid. Third, the openings along each wall are
detected. Finally, the building is optimized using the enclo-
sure reasoning constraint.

6.1. Wall Hypothesis

An overcomplete set of wall hypotheses is generated
from the segmented surfaces. These surfaces are selected
using each surface’s classification score. A wall hypothesis
is seeded by every detected surface with a wall probability
above a threshold λw. The lower λw the more overcomplete
the set of wall hypotheses will be, which allows for lower-
performing surface classifiers to be used. The hypothesis is
seeded as a wall with zero thickness that extends from floor
to ceiling on its building level.

Next, each wall is greedily grown into a full volumetric
wall by maximizing its wall score S(W ). The wall score
consists of two parts: S(W ) = Sv(W ) +Sa(W ). A wall is
judged by how much its volume is wall-like (first term) and
how much of its surface area has been classified as being a
wall (second term).

The intuition of the volume score is that walls cannot
exist in space that was cleared by laser beams. However,



Figure 4. Wall Growth: This example illustrates how the algorithm
determines wall extents when there are no supporting points. It
shows a part of the occupancy map of a floor in the school house
building. Grey indicates an unknown region, white indicates occu-
pied space, and black is known free. A detected wall, indicated in
orange, will grow thicker and longer to explain the unknown vol-
ume in the VKG. It will not grow into the free space of the room.
Arrows denote the direction of growth.

if the space was occluded or occupied by wall points, then
the wall primitive should be extended to fill that space. The
volumetric composition of a wall is determined by querying
the VKG of the building. However, if that void is a detected
architectural opening like a window or door then the free
volume penalty should be removed. If V (W,X) computes
the volume of the wall that is of type X = Unknown, Free,
Occupied, and Detected opening then this is captured in the
scoring function:

Sv(W ) =
V (W,U) + V (W,O)− V (W, F) + V (W,D)

V (W )

The intuition for the surface area score Sa(W ) is that
better walls will have more observable wall surfaces. If
A(W ) computes the surface area of the wall and pw(a) is
the probability that element a is a wall, then the score is:

Sa(W ) =

∫
W
pw(a)∆a

A(W )

The pw(a) is given by the probability outputted by the
segment class scores.

This approach is in contrast to prior work, which con-
nects wall surfaces with no regard to free space constraints
[16]. Their approach assumes that wall surfaces that are
close enough should be merged or joined together at per-
pendicular edges.

Once the walls have been grown according to the VKG,
the pose and size of the wall are refined based on the sup-
porting point cloud to improve dimensional accuracy. The
VKG is computed at a lower resolution than the original
point cloud due to memory constraints, and the initially

Figure 5. Opening detection. Openings are detected using 2D im-
age recognition techniques applied to the occupancy map of wall
surfaces. In the occupancy map, white = occupied, black = free
space, and grey = occluded/unknown. The red boxes indicate de-
tected doorways. The green box denotes a detractor opening be-
longing to a water fountain cubbyhole.

estimated dimensions could have as much this resolution
in quantization error. The refinement step considers all of
the points in contact with the wall and performs iterative
weighted least squares optimization. Each point is weighted
according to its distance to the current wall estimate and its
normal’s angle to the wall’s corresponding surface point.
With linear walls, this means that we perform a regression
for the supporting set of parallel and perpendicular wall sur-
faces.

6.2. Opening Detection

Without explicit opening detection and modeling, the
VKG-driven wall growth would have difficulty extending
walls past door openings or large windows, and it would
penalize walls with interior windows. By default, the algo-
rithm does not overcommit to the existence of a wall with-
out supporting points or occlusion, which is normally an ad-
vantage unless the missing points are due to a door or win-
dow embedded in the wall. We therefore, explicitly detect
and model the openings and compensate for the penalty in
wall score that would be incurred. The grown walls surfaces
are used as search surfaces for finding salient architectural
openings like windows or door-sized rectangular openings.
First, adjacent coplanar wall surfaces within one meter of
each other are merged into a single surface in order to find
openings between two walls. These surfaces are then inter-
sected with the VKG to create a 2D occupancy map along
the wall. This map shows if the wall surface was detected by
the laser, was free space, or was occluded by another object
(Figure 6.2). A Hough transform is used to search over the
occupancy map for rectangular openings. Non-maximum
suppression is used to select the largest detections with over
75% of opening’s boundary known as free. This opening is
then added as an architectural opening, and the wall is kept
as joined.

6.3. Optimization

At this point in the pipeline, the algorithm assumes
that all architectural primitives (walls, openings, levels) are



identified and that the set is overcomplete. There may be
misclassified primitives, and some walls may have multiple
hypotheses because they have been observed from multiple
sides. The pipeline’s job is now to regularize the dimen-
sions of the primitives while pruning away the redundant or
incorrect ones. This optimization is formulated as finding
the best room covering for all floors of the building with a
penalty for using more rooms or walls than necessary. Thus,
the building score is a weighted sum of all room scores plus
a minimum description length (MDL) term. The objective
function is:

max
B

S(B) =
∑
∀R∈B

(A(R)S(R)) + λ0 exp(−||W ||
||R||

)

where ||W || is the number of walls in the building and ||R||
is the number of rooms. The “best” rooms are cycles of wall
primitives that enclose the most likely rooms and whose
walls have the highest wall score. If there are N walls and
K openings within a room, then the room score S(R) is:

S(R) = λ1P (R) + λ2e
−|N+K−5| +

λ3
N

∑
∀W∈R

S(W )

The first term, P (R), represents the probability of the
room’s shape. This probability is modelled as a set of
exponential distributions learned from over 38,000 room
floor plans from the Understanding Indoor Environments
Dataset [4, 19]. P (R) is the product of the indepen-
dent probability of the room’s area, perimeter to area ra-
tio, aspect ratio, and convexity. Convexity is defined as
A(BR)−A(R)

A(R) , where A(BR) is the 2D oriented bounding
box of the room, while A(R) is the area of the room’s
polygon. The second term enforces a minimum descrip-
tion length for the number of walls and openings used to
explain the room. The room will score less if has more than
one door and four walls. The last term is simply the average
score of the walls composing the room. This term encour-
ages room hypotheses consisting of volumetric primitives
that look more “wall-like.”

The pipeline optimizes the building using simulated an-
nealing over the set of rooms and their walls. The initial
rooms for the simulated annealing are found by finding the
free space connected components of each level (Figure 7).
Each room’s initial wall set is the smallest set of walls that
enclose the room. Next, the optimization proceeds with
each step having the following operations: walls can be
joined, rooms can swap walls in or out, and rooms can be
merged. Only the wall primitives that are a part of rooms
are kept in the final model.

category / dataset A B C
Scan interior 0.91 0.80 0.98

Wall 0.62/0.82 0.74 / 0.73 0.91/0.46
Ceiling 0.83/0.94 0.91 / 0.87 0.98/0.66
Floor 0.94/0.96 0.41 / 0.82 0.97/0.58

Ground 0.96 /0.93 0.9 / 0.06 –
Exterior Wall 0.87/0.37 0.83 / 0.6 –

Clutter 0.71/0.79 0.67 / 68 0.6/0.81
Table 1. Classification performance. The first row contains scan
level interior/exterior classification accuracy. The remaining rows
list the precision and recall of the per-point classification of each
building point. Raw exterior scans for building C were unavail-
able, so classification results are omitted.

7. Discussion

This paper proposes a complete building modelling
pipeline built upon enclosure reasoning. This algorithm’s
output can be used as a simplified view of a building
or as the basis for further refined manual or automatic
modeling in a BIM pipeline. The quantitative results
are listed in Table 1 while qualitative results are shown
in Figure 1 and Figure 7. We have conducted experi-
ments using data from the Scan-To-BIM repository, which
was designed for testing building modelling algorithms
(http://scantobim.ri.cmu.edu/). In total, the repository con-
sists of over 570 annotated survey scans. We utilize three
full buildings from the repository: A) a two story office
building, B) a two story school house, and C) three story
old college building. Additionally, we utilize partial build-
ing data sets consisting of single floors of buildings or ex-
terior scans taken from the street for training the scan exte-
rior/interior recognition and the point cloud segment recog-
nition. Initial test results are reported for all three full build-
ings. The classification experiments were performed by
leaving that building out of the training set and using the
rest of the dataset as training data.

The classification results are shown in Table 1. Although
the surface classification results are imperfect, the algorithm
is still able to cope with poor classification results because
of the regularization provided by the modeling. The algo-
rithm is still successful at detecting the type of surface be-
cause the other shape and pose features compensate. Ad-
ditionally, the optimization step takes this redundant set of
surface primitives and generates less than half the number
of volumetric primitives for the final model. However, these
models still need to be evaluated for dimensional accuracy.

Additionally, the preliminary results show some failure
modes for the algorithm. One big failure mode is when the
segmentation fails to identify a wall segment. This occurs
when the walls are not smooth, are primarily composed of
windows, or they are totally obscured. The only way for



Figure 6. To find the room hypotheses for a floor, the wall hypotheses are independently and greedily grown. (Left) Each wall hypothesis, is
colored a randomly on the occupancy map. Then the room hypotheses (center) are created by finding connected components of free space
on a 2D floor plan. These components are shown along with the morphologically expanded wall hypothesis separating potential rooms. In
this example, dark blue indicates building walls. All other colors represent the initial rooms found. Their adjacent wall primitives are used
to score the rooms. (Right) These hypotheses are optimized into the final volumetric model.

the modelling to recover is for the wall to be recognized
and grown from the opposing side. Another failure mode is
closed door detection. The algorithm searches for doorway
openings, not doors. If the door was closed while scan-
ning, the opening detector does not find it. Future algo-
rithms can overcome this deficiency by using more sophis-
ticated window/door detectors rather than salient opening
detectors. Techniques like sliding window search for doors
on texture mapped intensity and deviation images of walls
are potential approaches.

8. Future Work

The presented pipeline suggests many avenues for fu-
ture research. It creates a model of all dominant architec-
tural components and seeks to enforce a sensible recon-
struction. However, this notion of sensibility is severely
constrained by the amount of publicly available building
data. It is limited to 2D room shape priors learned from
floor plans. Ideally, the likelihood of full building recon-
struction should be evaluated through 3D statistical models
of building construction. Future research needs more laser
surveys and needs to investigate the use of other modali-
ties, like imagery, to generate improved statistical models.
For example, this might include evaluating the likelihood
of a wall or window given its room’s detected function. An-
other important avenue of improvement is in the recognition
and exact identification of building components like mould-
ing, furnaces, or furniture. Adan et al. [2] automatically
recognize windows using a trained classifier, but it only
works with fully open, rectangular windows and does not

say anything about how the window is constructed. Human
modellers identify the exact manufacturer and model num-
ber of the component. [17], for example, does preliminary
work with building moulding identification, but it remains
an open problem to perform the large-scale 3D matching re-
quired to match each component to hundreds of thousands
of possible part numbers.
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